
Prover must prove that he/she knows his Pivate Key do not revealing this key to the Verifier 
and using only his/her Public Key. 

This protocol is executed between the Alice and Bank Bob. 
Both parties are honest and Alice wants to prove her identity to Bank related to her PuK so 
she is in the role of Prover and Bank is in the role of Verifier. 

Schnorr Identification Protocol (S-Id).

We assume that Bank has Alice’s PuK=a as an her identity. 
Alice must prove that she knows her PrK=x, corresponding to her PuK=a associated 
with her identity. 
PrK=x is called a witness and corresponding PuK=a=gx mod p is called a statement. 
This protocol is initiated by Alice and has the following three communications.   

Alice generates at random secret random number u=rand(Zp-1) and using PP=(p,g)1.

t=gu mod p.           
computes commitment t in the following way 

Alice sends t to Bank.

Bank generates at random challenge h=rand(Zp-1) and sends h to Alice.2.

Alice after receiving h computes her response r having her private key x together with 3.

PP=(p,g)

Sets Zp
*, Zp-1

p = 264043379   Check that p is strong prime;
g=2
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r=u+xh mod (p-1). 

             gr=tah mod p.                                      (*)
After the third communication Bank verifies if the following identity holds

If it is the case, Bank trust that Alice proved a knowledge that she possesses a 
private key PrK=x corresponding to her public key PuK=a. 

The validity proof of last identity follows from the realtions

Alice after receiving h computes her response r having her private key x together with 
previously generated secret number u:

3.

Alice is prover P proving that she knows a secret, namely her private key x, do not 
revealing it and Bank is a verifier V is either accepting this proof if (*) identity holds, 
or rejecting it otherwise. So it is called proof-of-knowledge.  

Proof-of-knowledge must satisfy three properties:
Completeness: if the statement a is true, the honest verifier V that is, one following the 
protocol properly will be convinced of this fact by a honest prover P.

1.

Soundness: if the statement a is false i.e. a is not a PuK corresponding to Prover's 
PrK=x, no cheating prover P can convince the honest verifier V that he knows the secret 
x, except with some small probability.

2.

Zero-knowledge: if the statement a is true, no verifier learns anything other than the fact 
that the statement a is true. In other words, just knowing the statement a but not the 
secret x is sufficient to be convinced that the prover knows the secret x. 

3.

>> p = 264043379
p =  264043379
>> isprime(p)
ans = 1
>> q=(p-1)/2
q =  132021689
>> isprime(q)
ans = 1
>> g=2
g =  2
>> mod_exp(g,q,p)
ans = 264043378
>> mod_exp(g,2,p)
ans = 4

>> x=randi(p-1)
x =  194056183
>> a=mod_exp(g,x,p)
a = 153783412

>> u=randi(p-1)
u =  234768149
>> t=mod_exp(g,u,p)
t = 51594766 >> h=randi(p-1)

h =  13817622
>> r=mod(u+x*h,p-1)
r =  124952457

>> r=mod(u+x*h,p-1)
r =  124952457
>>
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Let M be a message in Zp-1 to be signed by Bank and sent to Alice. 
Parties are using cryptographic secure H-function to create and verify signature on 
the message digest obtained by this function. 
For signature creation Bank uses system parameters PP=(p,g) and Bank’s PrK=y. 

Let H-function is a mapping H: Zp
*Zp-1Zp-1.

t=gz mod p.                

Bank chooses at random z, 1<z<p-1 and computes second component t of his 
signature:

s=z+yh mod q.                
             h=H(m,t),                 

Bank computes H-value h and first component s of his signature:

Bank’s signature on h is =(s,t). Then Bank sends M and  to Alice. 

gs=tbh mod p.                                  (*)

After receiving M and =(s,t), Alice using the same H-function computes h and 
verifies if 

             Ver(b,,h)  {True, False}.        

Symbolically this verification function we denote by 

This function yields True if (*) is valid. 

Schnorr Signature Scheme (S-Sig).

ans = 264043378
>> mod_exp(g,2,p)
ans = 4

>> r=mod(u+x*h,p-1)
r =  124952457
>>
>> g_r=mod_exp(g,r,p)
g_r = 241457426
>> a_h=mod_exp(a,h,p)
a_h = 257351815
>> ta_h=mod(t*a_h,p)
ta_h = 241457426
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